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This paper describes a set of algorithms for isolating the real zeros of a univariate 
polynomial with integer coefficients. The algorithms employ congruence (modular, 
finite field) arithmetic and are analogous to a set of integer arithmetic algorithms 
described by the author in a recent paper. The algorithms are analyzed to bound 
their computing times and these computing times are compared to the computing times 
of the integer arithmetic algorithms. Some empirical computing times are reported. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [6], the author presented and analyzed a set of algorithms 
employing integer arithmetic which solved the following problems for all univariate 
polynomials with integer coefficients: (1) given a polynomial P with possible multiple 
zeros, compute a polynomial Q with the same zeros as P but which only occur as  
simple zeros, (2) determine the total number of real zeros of a polynomial with only 
simple zeros, (3) determine the number of real zeros in a specified interval of a poly- 
nomial with all simple zeros, (4) isolate the real zeros of a polynomial with all simple 
zeros, and (5) refine the real zeros of a polynomial with all simple zeros until the error 
in them is less than some arbitrary positive rational number. By isolation of the real 
zeros of a polynomial is meant the process of finding real intervals 11, I s ..... Ik 
such that each interval I i ,  1 ~ i ~ k, contains exactly one real zero of the polynomial, 
and every real zero of the polynomial is contained in some interval I i. By refinement 
of a real zero is meant the process of replacing a given interval containing a real 
zero of the polynomial by successively smaller subintervals which still contain the 
zero. The process terminates when a subinterval of length less than a given arbitrary 
positive rational error bound is obtained. 
In this paper a set of algorithms is presented and analyzed which employ con- 
gruence (modular, finite field) arithmetic to solve Problems (2) through (5) of the 
preceding paragraph. Congruence arithmetic has recently been used to produce several 
algebraic algorithms which are significantly faster, for sufficiently large and dense 
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polynomials, than previous algorithms which employed integer arithmetic [1,3, 4]. 
For an introduction to the use of congruence arithmetic in algebraic algorithms see [7]. 
The algorithms in this paper which use variable-precision integer arithmetic are 
assumed to use the classical algorithms for doing the arithmetic. The classical algorithms 
require a computing time bounded by (In d) to add two integers bounded in magnitude 
by d and by (In c)(ln d) to multiply or divide an integer bounded in magnitude by c 
by an integer bounded in magnitude by d. There are faster algorithms than the clas- 
sical ones for multiplication and division of variable-precision integers [8], based on 
Fourier transformations. However, these algorithms involve a large amount of 
overhead, and hence have not been incorporated into computer systems for doing 
variable-precision arithmetic. 
In addition to the operations on integers, this paper assumes that all the congruence 
arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication, and inversion) can be performed in a 
computing time bounded by a constant. For discussions of integer and congruence 
algorithms ee [3, 5 and 7]. 
Throughout this paper, computing times will be expressed in terms of dominance 
notation as introduced by Collins in [4] and defined as follows. If f and g are two 
real-valued functions defined on any set S, we writef ~ g in case there exists a positive 
real number csuch thatf(x) ~ c 9 g(x) for all x E S and we say thatfis dominated byg. 
As the elements of S may be n-tuples, f and g can be functions of several variables. 
2. CONGRUENCE STURM SEQUENCES 
In this set of congruence zero finding algorithms, the basic idea is to determine the 
number of variations in sign of a Sturm sequence at a rational point by using con- 
gruence arithmetic and the Chinese Remainder Theorem. 
The author in [6] presented the definition of a Sturm sequence and proved a 
generalized Sturm's theorem for intervals of the form (a, b], a < b. For completeness 
we shall now present he definition and state the theorem without proof. For a 
complete discussion of Sturm's theorem see [9]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let FI(x ) be a continuous real-valued function of a single real 
variable x. A Sturm sequence for F 1 is a sequence F x , F 2 ..... F~ of continuous real- 
valued functions of a single real variable satisfying the following three properties for 
all real x. 
(1) I fF l (y ) = 0, then there exists an E > 0 such that F2(x ) =~ 0 for 
y- -E<x<y+e 
and x~y,  Fl(X )-F2(x ) <0 for y - - r  <x  <y,  and Fl(X ) -Fe(x )>0 for 
y<x<y+r  
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(2) Let 1 < i < r; ifF~(x) = 0, thenFi_l(x) "F~+~(x) < 0; 
(3) F~(x) :/= 0, for all real x. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X = (x 1 , x 2 ,..., xr) be any sequence of real numbers. Then 
the number of variations in sign of X is defined to be the number of pairs (i, j) such 
that l  ~<i<j~r ,  s ign(x i 'x j )=- - l ,  andxk- -0 for i<k<j .  
THEOREM 2.1 (Generalized Sturm's Theorem). Let Fl(X ) be a continuous real- 
valued function of a single real variable, let F1, F2,... , F~ be a Sturm sequence for F1, 
and let w(x) be the function whose value is the number of variations in sign of the sequence 
Fl(x), F2(x),... , F~(x). Then the number of distinct real zeros o f f  1 in the interval (a, b] is 
w(a) -- w(b). 
Now define a negative remainder sequence as in [6] as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let /)1 and /)2 be two polynomials, degree (P1)~ degree 
(P~) ~ 0, and let P1,/~ ..... P~, P,+a be a polynomial remainder sequence satisfying 
the following equation for 3 ~ i ~ r + 1. 
ai " Pi-~ = Qi " Pi-1 - bi 9 P i ,  (2.1) 
where ai " bl > 0, degree (Pi) < degree (PI-1), and P~+I is the first Pi = 0. Then we 
shall say that P1, P2 ..... Pr is a negative polynomial remainder sequence (p.r.s.) for 
P1 and P2. 
In [6], it was shown that if P1 is a square-free univariate polynomial and P~ is the 
derivative of P1, then a negative polynomial remainder sequence for/)1 and P2 is a 
Sturm sequence for P1 9 Notice that the computation of a negative polynomial remain- 
der sequence requires choosing the ai and bi to have the appropriate signs. This is 
no problem when computing the sequence over the integers as the sign of an integer 
is readily discernible. However, we wish to compute the image of a Sturm sequence 
over the integers in the finite field GF(p), where p is a prime, which is unordered. We 
shall show how to take account of problems caused by sign requirements by con- 
structing the signs of a minimum number of integers from their images in GF(pi) for 
various Pi 9 In order to require the use of the least number of primes, Pi,  to determine 
the signs of the required integers we shall make the p.r.s, we generate agree within 
signs with the subresultant p.r.s. For a complete discussion of subresultants see [2]. 
To develop our theory, let us begin by defining a quasinegative subresultant p.r.s. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let $1 = P1, $2 = P2 ,..., Sr be a subresuhant p.r.s, for/)1 and 
P2. Let ni = degree (Si) and let ck = (-- l )~'f~ (n'+l-ntc-l+l)(n'-nk-l+2), 3 ~ k ~ r. 
Then 1)1, P~ , c3 Pz ..... crP, is a quasinegative p.r.s. 
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Let us now examine two lemmas which show how to compute the sign correction 
factors to convert a quasinegative subresultant p.r.s, into a negative p.r.s, by computing 
the signs of the minimal number of leading coefficients of P i .  This number will in 
fact be zero if all successive degree drops are odd. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A 1 = P1,  As : 1'2 ..... A~ , A~+ 1 be a p.r.s, over the rationals 
satisfying A i : Ai+ 1 9 Qi - Ai+s , where P1 and 1)2 are univariate polynomials over the 
integers. Let P1,  Ps ,..., P~ be the quasinegative subresultant p.r.s, for P1 and Ps . Let  
ai : ldcf(Ai) and ni : degree (Ai) for 1 ~ i ~ r .Let 3i : ni - -  ni+lfor 1 ~ i ~ r - -  1. 
r 9 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ I~ - -~ ~i--l+~i~ ~k- -2+1 ,-  ,~ Let  a 1 = a s : I ana a~ : (l ii=s ai ) 9 ak_ 1 ]or ~ ~ k ~ r. Let s~ = sign(d~) and 
C~ : s~ 9 P~ for 1 <~ i <~ r. Then C~ , C~ ..... C~ is a negative p.r.s. 
Proof. By a simple application of the Fundamental Theorem on p.r.s.'s given in 
[2], P~ = d~ 9 A~ and hence C~ = s~ 9 d~ 9 A~ for 1 ~< k ~< r. Multiplying the equation 
A~ : A~+~ 9 Q~ - A~+ s by s~ 9 d~ 9 s~+ s 9 d~+s, we obtain 
sk+s " dk+s " Ck+lQk*  - -  sk " dk " Ck+~, 
for some Qi*, for 1 ~ k ~ r - 2. But sk+s " dk+s and sk " dk are both positive, so C 1 , 
C~ ,..., C~ is a negative p.r.s. 
The next lemma shows how to compute sI , s 2 ,..., s~ from the signs of the leading 
coefficients of the P~. Moreover, it shows that only the signs of the leading coefficients 
of Pi  are needed for which 2 ~< i ~< r - -  1 and either ~i -1  o r  3i is even. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1. Let fi = ldcf(Pi), sl = sign(d/) 
for 1 ~ i ~ r - -  1. Then s I = s s = 1, s 3 = ~,+x, and sk+l = (sk-l " sk-1 " sk 9 ~k) ~-*+t 9 s, 
fo r3~k~r - -1 .  
Proof. d~ =a~* +a =b~* +1, so s, - -  sign(d3) =~1 +1. Now, since s ign(a / )= 
sign(Ei/di) = sign(fi)/sign(di) = ~i/si = si "si for all i, we have that for k ~ 3, 
9 t ak_l--I 8k Z+I 
---- : 9 a k - ) Sk+I/S k sign(dk+t/dk) s lgn~ak_  1 
t 9 t ~x~k_ l - -1  : ~s lgn~ak_ l}  ) ( s ign(ak) )  8k-1+I ( s ign(ak_ l ) )  ~k-l+l 9 ( s ign(ak) )  81-I+1 
= = (S _l 
We now know how to convert a quasinegative subresultant p.r.s, into a negative p.r.s. 
which has coefficients which are bounded in magnitude by the subresultant bound. 
Let us now look at the problem of computing quasinegative subresultants p.r.s.'s 
over GF(p)  which are images of a sequence over the integers. 
Given any prime, p, let GF(p)  be a finite field with p elements represented by 
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0, 1, 2,..., p -- 1 and let ~ be the unique homomorphism of the integers,/, onto GF(p) 
such that ~p(i) = i for 0 ~< i ~ p -- 1. Let 4" be the homomorphism from I[x] onto 
9 , ~n ra  
GF(p)[x] induced by ~.  That is ~ (5~i= 0 ai" x i) = ~2i=o~(ai) 9 x i. If 
P = (P i ,  P~ ,..., P~) 
is a p.r.s, over the integers, we shall say that/5 = (4 .(p1) ' ~*(P2),..., 4**(P,)) is the 
image of P in GF(P). If P is a Sturm sequence, then we shall say that P is a Sturm 
sequence over GF(p). The question then becomes: for what primes, Pi, is the quasi- 
negative subresultant p.r.s, computed in GF(pi) starting with ~*~(Pa), 4",(P2) the image 
of the quasinegative subresultant p.r.s, computed over the integers starting with/)1 
and /)2 ? 
Using an argument exactly analogous to that contained in [1], it can be shown that 
the answer to the above question is when the degree sequence over GF(pi) is the same 
as the degree sequence over the integers. The degree sequence over the integers can 
be deduced as follows. Let d = max(norm(P~), norm(P2) ) and let P l ,  P2 ,..., Pu be u 
u 
distinct primes such that l-[i=lPi > ddegreeIP1)+degree(P2)(the subresultant bound), 
degree * P = (~, ( i ) )  degree(Pi), i 1, 2, and for which the quasinegative subresultant 
p.r.s.'s over GF(pi) all have equal degree sequences, then this common degree sequence 
is the degree sequence of the quasinegative subresultant p.r.s, over the integers. 
There are, of course, primes which divide one or more of the leading coefficients 
of terms of the p.r.s, over the integers and these primes produce p.r.s.'s whose degree 
sequence is less than the degree sequence over the integers. Hence these primes must 
be rejected in practice as not producing an image of a Sturm sequence. Since any 
coefficient of any term of the p.r.s, is dominated by d 2m, if degree (P1) = m, the maxi- 
mum number of primes that may be rejected for this reason is dominated by m~(ln d). 
The following algorithm QNSPRS computes a quasinegative subresultant p.r.s, over 
GF(pi). The algorithm is a modification of a subresultant algorithm given in [1] to 
make it compute quasinegative subresultant p.r.s.'s. 
Algorithm. P = QNSPRS(p, P1, P2)- 
Input. p, a prime; and /)1 and /)2, two nonzero univariate polynomials over 
GF(p) such that degree (Pi) ~/degree (/)2), degree (P1) > 0. 
Output. P = (P1, P2 ,..., Pr), where/)1,  P~ ,..., Pr is a quasinegative subresul- 
tant p.r.s, for/)1 and P~ over GF(p). 
(1) P ~-- (P1, P2); nl *-- degree (/)1); n2 ~-- degree (P2); 81 *-  nt -- n2; 
f13 *--(--1)~1+1; ~b3 ~- - -1 ;  ~3 *--(ldcf(P2))81+l; compute the unique P3 such 
that fi3" P3 = ~3" P1 -- Q3" P~, degree (/)3) < degree (P2); if/)3 = 0, exit; 
c3 ~-- (P -- 1)nl-n'+2; suffix c a " Pa to P. 
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(2) Do for i ---- 4,..., nl -- 2:ni-1 ~-- degree (1~ ~i--2 +-- n i -2  - -  hi-l; 
Ei-1 ~ ldcf(P/_l); ~i ~ e~'-2z+t; 4~i +-- (--ei-z) a'-3 " wi-l'"l-~ _,.R,,, ~ - -4 -z  " ~.,,IP,-v, 
compute the unique Pi such that fli " Pi = ~xi 9 Pi-2 -- Qi " Pi-1, degree 
(Pi) < degree (Pi-1); if Pi = 0, exit; 
i--2 
e,+--Q~--1 (nk+l - -ni -1 + 1)(nk --ni-1 + 2))mod2; 
suffix c i 9 Pi to P. 
c~ ,-- (p -- 1)"; 
LEMMA 2.3. The maximum computing time, To(m), to apply the algorithm QNSPRS 
to P1 and Ps where P1 and P~ are nonzero univariate polynomials over GF(p), m = 
degree (P1) >7 degree (P~.), m ~ O, satisfies 
To(m) ~ m s. 
Proof. To computed each Pi requires an amount of time dominated by 
(ni+l+ 1)(n/ - -n i+t+ 1). 
*'--1 Hence the total time is dominated by ~i=1 (ne+~ + 1)(ni -- ni+l + l) ~ ms. This also 
dominates the time to compute i, ci, and c i 9 Pi .  
Next we present algorithm STURM which uses QNSPRS to compute p.r.s.'s over 
GF(pi) for enough primes so that it can determine the degree sequence of the p.r.s. 
over the integers and can construct the sign of any leading coefficient of a term over 
the integers. Each p.r.s, that has the current maximal degree sequence is stored. The 
whole process is repeated until one obtains enough maximal degree images to construct 
the sign of any leading coefficient using Garner's Chinese Remainder Algorithm. 
After collecting the maximal degree images, the algorithm constructs the sign 
correction factors necessary to convert he output images of QNSPRS into images of 
a negative p.r.s. 
Algorithm. SS = STURM (P1, Ps) 
Inputs. P1 and P~., two nonzero univariate polynomials over the integers, 
degree (P1)/> degree (P2), degree (P1) > 0. 
Output. Let P1, Ps ,..., Pr be a quasinegative subresultant p.r.s, over the 
integers. Let plt), p~i),..., p)i) be the image of P1, Ps ,..., Pr over GF(pi). Let 
C~ = (p~l), p~s),..., plk)). Then SEQ = (•,  C 2 ,..., C~), SIGNS = (sl, s 2 ..... s*.) 
where the p.r.s, siP1, s2P~, .... srP~ is a negative p.r.s, for P1 and P~ over the 
integers, NORMS = (b 1 , b2 ..... br) where b i is the subresultant bound on the 
coefficients of Pi ,  and SS = (SEQ, SIGNS, NORMS). 
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(1) d+-degree (P1) + degree (/)2); B ~--2 9 (max(norm(P1) , norm(P2)))a; 
PRIMES <-- 1; SEQ2 ~-- ( ) .  
(2) Get next prime Pi; if ~,(ldcf(P1) ) = 0 or ~,(Idcf(P2) ) = 0 go to (2); 
S +- QNSPRS(pl ,  ~pi(P1),* ~,(* Pz)); if the degree sequence of S is equal to 
the current maximal degree sequence, go to (3); if the degree sequence of S 
is less than the current maximal degree sequence, go to (2); SE02 ~- ( ) .  
(3) Suffix S to SEQ2; PPRIMES +-Pi  " PPRIMES; if PPRIMES < B, go to 
(2); construct from SEQ2 a list SEQ whose ith element is a list of images 
of Pi" 
(4) b 1 +-- norm(P1); b 2 +- norm(P~); NORMS +- (b~, b2); do for i -- 3,..., r; 
d I *-- degree (P2) -- degree (Pi) + 1, d~ +-- degree (/)1) -- degree (Pi) + 1, 
suffix bl al - b2 a2 to the list NORMS. 
(5) s 2 +- sign(P2); ~ ~-- degree (P~) -- degree (P2); s3 +- s~1+1; SIGNS ~-- 
(1, 1, Ha); 32 *-- degree (/)2) -- degree (Pa); do for i = 4,..., r: ~i-1 
degree (Pi-1) -- degree (P~); if 8~-2 or ~_~ is even, compute ~i-1 = sign(Pi_l) 
by applying Garner's algorithm to the leading coefficients of the images of 
Pi-1, otherwise Hi-1 ~ l ; s i +-- (Hi_ 2 9 Hi-2 " Hi-1 " S i _ l )~ i -2+ls i _ l  , SUffiX S i to 
SIGNS. 
(6) SS +-(SEQ, SIGNS, NORMS). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let P1 be a univariate polynomial with integer coefficients of norm d 
and degree m, m > O. Let P2 be a univariate polynomial of norm d and degree less than 
or equal to m. Then the maximum computing time Ts(d , m) to apply algorithm STURM to 
P1 and Pe satisfies 
Ts(d , m) < m4(ln d) + ma(ln d) 2. 
Proof. We shall look at the computing time of the two steps which require a 
significant amount of time. Let us first look at Step 2. Step 2 is executed once for each 
accepted or rejected prime. We know that the number of accepted primes, since each 
prime is equal to or greater than two, must be dominated by the logarithm of the 
subresultant bound and hence is dominated by m(ln d). We know that a prime is 
rejected only if it divides a leading coefficient of some term in the p.r.s. Since the 
logarithm of the magnitude of any leading coefficient is dominated by m(ln d) and 
there are at most m leading coefficients, at most mZ(ln d) primes are rejected. 
Hence, the total number of times Step 2 is executed is dominated by m2(ln d). The 
time to compute and r * e 4~,(s)  is dominated by m(ln d). The time to apply 
QNSPRS to 4**(P1) and 6",(P2) is dominated by m 2. Hence the time for all executions 
of Step 2 is dominated by m4(ln d) + mS(In d) z. 
In Step 5 the computing time is for applying Garner's algorithm (see [7]) to 
determine the sign of any coefficient using a number of primes dominated by m(ln d). 
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The time to apply Garner's algorithm using that many primes is dominated by mS(In d) e 
using classical arithmetic. Since STURM constructs at most m coefficients the total 
time for Step 6 is dominated by m3(ln d) e. Hence, the total computing time for algo- 
rithm STURM is dominated by m4(ln d) 4- m3(In d)L 
COROLLARY 2.1. The maximum computing time Ts'(d ,m) to compute a Sturm sequence 
starting with a primitive, positive, square-free polynomial 1)1 of norm d and degree m, 
m > O, and 1)2 --- primitive part (/)1') using the algorithm STURM satisfies 
r j (d,  m) ~ m'(ln md) + m3(ln md)L 
Proof. Both P1 and P2 have degrees dominated by m and norms dominated by md. 
Apply Theorem 2.2. 
3. CONGRUENCE EVALUATION OF STURM SEQUENCES 
In this section we develop algorithms for determining the variations in sign of a 
Sturm sequence at a rational point by using congruence arithmetic and the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem in the form of Garner's algorithm. 
Let P(x )= ~i=0 ci" xi be a polynomial over the integers of degree m. Then 
m 
sign(P(a/b)) = sign(E,~ 0 c," (a/b)') = sign(b m E,=0 c," (a/b)'), where a/b is a rational 
number, b > 0. And b ~,=0 ei " (a/b)' is an integer. If we determine 
~ (b m ~ c, " (a/b) i) 
/=0 
m 
for enough primes Pl . . . .  , p~, such that I - I i= l  P, ~ 2 9 b m [ ~i=o ci " (a /b )  i l ,  then we can 
use Garner's algorithm to construct the sign(P(a/b)) over the integers. We now prove 
m the following lemma which bounds [ bm ~,=o ci " (a/b)'[. 
m 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P = ~i=0 c, 9 x' be a polynomial over the integers of degree m and 
norm d, let a/b be a rational number, b > O, and let e = max{I a [, b). Then 
Proof. 
/=0 
bm e~ . (a/b) '  = 2 c, . a'  . bm- '  <~ I c, l " l a [ ~ . b'~-'  
/=0 ,=0 /=0 
~ [ ci [ "em = d 'e  m. 
i=0 
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Now ifp "i" b, then q~(b) @ 0. Hence, 
i=0 i=0 
= (~b,(b)) m" Z (~(ci) .(~b,(a) .(~,(b))-l) i 
i=0 
= (4~(b)) m "4~*(P)(4~(a) 9 (~b~(b))-a). 
The following algorithm computes sign(P(a/b)) by the method just described. 
Algorithm. S = SEVAL(LP, N, PT). 
Inputs. LP = (6"1(P),..., $*k(P)), where P is univariate polynomial over the 
integers, Pi does not divide the leading coefficient of P, 1 ~ i ~ k ~> N, where 
N is the number of images to be used, and PT is a rational number equal to 
zero or whose denominator is positive and not divisible by any of the primes Pi. 
Output. S = sign(P(PT)). 
(1) VALUE+--( ); if PT =0,  go to (2); A+--numerator of PT: B+-  
denominator fPT. 
(2) Do through (4) for i = 1, N: Pi+-ith polynomial on the list LP; if 
PT ~ O, go to (3); V+-- low order coefficient of Pi; go to (4). 
(3) D+-(%,(B) ;X+--q~(A) 'D- I ;  V+--Pi(X ) evaluated using Horner's 
method in GF(pi), V +- D degree(Px) " V. 
(4) Suffix V to the list VALUE. 
(5) Apply Garner's algorithm to the list of images in VALUE to determine 
S = sign(P(PT)). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a univariate polynomial over the integers of degree m and 
norm d;LP = (6*(P),..., (~*k(P)), where all the images are of degree m; PT  = a/b, b > O, 
e = max{l a I, b}; and let N be the logarithm of the bound obtained by applyingLemma 3.1. 
to P and PT. Then the maximum computing time, Ts~(d, m, e), to apply algorithm 
SEVAL to LP, N, and PT  satisfies 
TsE(d, m, e) ~ m2(In e) 2 + m(ln e)(ln d) + (ln d) 2. 
Proof. The number of primes used by SEVAL is dominated by the logarithm of 
the bound obtained by applying Lemma 3.1 to P and PT, i.e., m(ln e) + (in d). Notice 
also then that the logarithm of the product of the N primes is dominated by 
m(In e) + (ln d). 
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Algorithm SEVAL can be divided into five substasks. The first is to compute r 
and r which is dominated by (ln e) for each prime. Hence, the total time for all 
primes is dominated by m(ln e) 2 + (ln d) (ln e). 
The second is to compute (~,(b)) m for each prime. This takes (in m) for each prime 
and hence the total time for all primes is dominated by m(ln m)(ln e) + (ln m)(ln d). 
The third is to compute (~**(b)) -x for each prime. The time for each prime is 
9 N dominated by (ln Pi). Hence, the total time for all primes is dominated by ~i=1 (ln Pi) = 
In(p~ 9 P2""PN) = m(In e) + (ln d). 
The fourth is to evaluate (~*p~(P)(c~,(a) .dp~,,(b)) for each prime. The time for each 
prime is dominated by m. Hence, the total time ,for all primes is dominated by 
me(In e) -]- m(ln d). 
The fifth step is to apply Garner's algorithm, and the time for this step is dominated 
by m~(ln e) z + m(ln e)(ln d) + (In d) 2. And thus, all the steps are dominated by the 
time to apply Garner's algorithm. 
Theorem 3.1 is important, as the number of primes used is the minimum number 
of primes which can be used to determine sign (P(T)) by algorithm SEVAL. 
Now having algorithm SEVAL we proceed to develop an algorithm to count the 
number of variations in sign of a Sturm sequence at a rational point using congruence 
arithmetic. 
Algorithm. V = (VAR(SS, NPRIMES, SIGNS, PT). 
Inputs. Let P1, P2 = PI',..., P~ be a quasinegative subresultant p.r.s, over the 
integers. Let p(i), p(2i) ..... p(i) be an image of P1,/)2 ..... P,r in GF(p~) such that 
degree (p~i)) = degree (Pj). Let Ci = (p~l), p~2) ..... p~k)). Then SS = 
(C1, C2 ,..., C,). NPRIMES = (nl ..... nr), where ni is the number of primes to 
be used to determine sign (Pi(PT)) and max{ni} ~ k. SIGNS = (s x ,..., st) is a 
list of sign correction factors uch that stP 1 , ~P2 ,..., s~P, is a Sturm sequence9 
PT is a rational number whose denominator is positive and not divisible by any 
prime Pi, or else PT is zero. 
Output. V, the number of variations in sign of the sequence 
slPI(PT), s~P2(PT),..., srP,(PT). 
(1) L +-- length of SS; V+-0; LS*-O. 
(2) Do for i = 1, L: PSIGN +- ith sign on list SIGNS; N~-- ith number of 
primes on list NPRIMES; C +-ith list on list SS; 
S +-- SEVAL(C, N, PT). PSIGN; 
if S =# 0 and S =# LS, V*-- V + 1; if S @- 0, LS +- S. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let P1 be a univariate polynomial over the integers of degree m and 
norm d, m > O. Let SS, NPRIMES, SIGNS be as described in the inputs to VAR, and 
suppose PT = a/b, b > 0, e = max{] a 1, b} and the list NPRIMES was determined 
using Lemma 3.1. Then the maximum computing time, Tv(d, m, e), to apply algorithm 
VAR to SS, NPRIMES, SIGNS, and PT satisfies 
Tv(d, m, e) ~ m3(ln mde) ~. 
Proof. All the Pi have norms dominated by (md) zm. Hence, substituting (md) ~m for 
d in Theorem 3.1 shows that to evaluate the sign of any term in the p.r.s, requires a
time dominated by m2(ln rod@. Since the length of the sequence is dominated by m, 
the maximum computing time for the algorithm is dominated by m3(ln md@. 
4. CONGRUENCE REAL ZERO ISOLATION 
To determines the number of real zeros of a polynomial in an interval of the form 
(a/b, c/d], it suffices by Sturm's Theorem to apply VAR to both a/b and c/d, the number 
of zeros in the interval being VAR(a/b) minus VAR(c/d). To isolate the roots in an 
interval, one successively bisects the interval and applies VAR to the endpoints of the 
subintervals. The process tops when all remaining subintervals contain only one zero. 
The following algorithm RROOTS uses the above methods to determine the number 
of real zeros in an interval or to isolate the real zeros in an interval. It should be noted 
that if the input interval to RROOTS is of the form (a/b, c/d], then the denominator 
of any point at which VAR is applied is a factor of 2 i 9 b 9 d for some nonnegative L 
Thus in line with the comments of the previous ection, all primes, Pi ,  for which p~ 
divides b or Pi divides d, must be rejected as well as those which do not produce 
maximal degree sequences. 
Algorithm. RROOTS (P1, INTER, FLAG, SS, ROOTS, ISOLAT). 
Inputs. /)1, a primitive, positive, square-free polynomial of positive degree; 
INTER, an interval; FLAG, either zero or one; SEQ, either the empty list or 
the output of applying algorithm STURM to P1 and PI'- 
Output. ROOTS, the number of real zeros that P1 has in the interval INTER; 
SS, the output of applying algorithm STURM to/)1 and PI'; and if FLAG = 1, 
ISOLAT is the list (I 1 , 12 ,..., Ik) of subintervals of INTER such that each 14, 
I ~ i ~<k contains exactly one real zero of P1 in the interval INTER. 
I 1 ~ I 2 ~ "-. ~< I~, and every real zero in P1 in the interval INTER is contained 
in one I s . 
(1) /)2 ~'- primitive part of P~'; if SS =fi ( ) ,  go to (2), SS ~-- STURM(P~, P2). 
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(2) Copy SEQ, SIGNS, and NORMS from SS; L ~-- left endpoint of INTER; 
R ~-- right endpoint of INTER; NL +-- numerator of L; DL ~-- denominator 
of L; NR~---numerator f R; DR ~-- denominator of R; D~--DL "DR', 
examine all the prime, Pi, which have Sturm sequence images represented 
in the list structure SEQ and delete the corresponding image ifpi divides D, 
NIMAGES +-- number of images remaining in SEQ; N ~-- number of terms 
in the Sturm sequence; PLOG ~-- [log2(min{all primes used by STURM or 
RROOTS))] E ~-- max{] NL I, DL, I NR l, DR}; JUMP*-- 1; LOGN ~-- (). 
(3) Do for i = 1 to N: NORM ~--ith element on list NORMS; LOG ~-- 
[logs(NORM)]; suffix LOG to the list LOGN. 
(4) Go to (8). 
(5) JUMP~--0; LV~---VAR(SEQ, NPRIMES, SIGNS, L); RV~--VAR 
(SEQ, NPRIMES, SIGNS, R); ROOTS +-- LV -- RV; ISOLAT ~-- ( ); if 
FLAG ~-0 or ROOTS = 0, return ; L IST ~--(). 
(6) RTS+- -LV- -  RV; if RTS = 0, go to (14); if RTS :/: 1, go to (7); 
prefix the interval (L, R] to the list ISOLAT; go to (14). 
(7) MID ~--(L -[- R)/2; MIDN+-  numerator f MID; MIDD ~ denominator 
of MID; E~--max{I MIDN I MIDD}. 
(8) NPRIMES ~-- ( ); MAXNP ~- 0. 
(9) Do for i = 1, N: LOG ~--ith element of list LOGN; DEG~-degree 
(ith term of the Sturm sequence); 
NP +-- [(LOG ~- [log2(E)] 9 DEG)/PLOG] 2r l; 
suffix NP to list NPRIMES; if NP > MAXNP, MAXNP +-- NP. 
(10) If MAXNP < NIMAGES and JUMP = 1, go to (5); if MAXNP < 
NIMAGES, go to (12). 
(11) Get a new prime p; if p ] Idcf(Px) or p [ ldcf(P~) or p lD, go to (11); 
S ~-- QNPRS(r r if the degree sequence of S is not maximal 
go to (11); put the image S in the list structure SEQ; NIMAGES~-- 
NIMAGES + 1; go to (10). 
(12) MIDV ~ VAR(SEQ, NPRIMES, SIGNS, MID); if LV -- MIDV = 0, 
go to (13); concatenate the list (LV, MIDV, L, MID) with LIST. 
(13) L~--MID; LV~---MIDV; go to (6). 
(14) If L IST = ( ) ,  return; remove LV, RV, L, R from the list LIST; go 
to (6). 
In order to analyze the computing time of RROOTS it is necessary to consider two 
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cases depending on whether FLAG is zero or one. We now look at the case correspon- 
ding to FLAG equal to zero. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  P is a square-free univariate polynomial over the integers of degree m 
and norm d, m ~ O, then the maximum computing time TRT(d , m, c) to compute the 
number of real zeros in the interval (a/b, eft], if c ~- max{[ a I, b, I e I,f), using algorithm 
RROOTS satisfies 
TRT(d, m, c) ~ m4(ln rod) + m3(ln cmd) ~, 
whether or not SS ~- () .  
Proof. Let us first look at the case where SS ~ () .  We know that when SS was 
produced by STURM, the number of saved images was dominated by m(ln rod). 
Of these, a number of images which divide either b or f are rejected by RROOTS. 
The number of such images is dominated by (In c), since b ~< c and f <~ c. Thus, 
QNSPRS must be used to replace these images. 
QNSPRS must also be used to produce the additional images needed by VAR to 
determine the number of variations in sign at a/b and elf. We know that this number 
of images is the last value of MAXNP computed in Step 9 which is easily shown to be 
dominated by m(ln rod) + m(ln c) since the maximum norm of any term is (rod) ~ and 
the maximum degree is m. Thus the number of maximum degree images which 
RROOTS must construct isdominated by (In c) + m(ln rod) + m(ln c) -- m(ln md) ~< 
m(ln c). 
To get the maximum computing time to construct the required number of images, 
it is necessary to assume that STURM rejected no primes. Hence, the total number 
of sequences that RROOTS may have to process is dominated by m~(In md) + m(ln c), 
the sum of the additional images needed, and the maximum number of sequences that 
may be rejected as not producing maximal degree sequences. The time to construct a
sequence is dominated by m 2 + m(ln rod). Hence, the computing time to construct 
all the sequence is dominated by m4(In rod) + m3(ln c) + m~(ln rod) ~ + m~(ln c)(In md) 
By Theorem 3.2, the time for the evaluations of VAR at a/b and elf, where c = 
max{I a t, b, I e 1, f} is dominated by m3(ln cmd)L Thus, the maximum computing 
time for algorithm RROOTS in the case SS @ ( ) is dominated by ma(ln rod)-5 
m3(ln cmd). 
Let us now look at the case when SS = () .  We must include the time for the 
application of STURM, which by Corollary 2.1 is dominated by 
m4(ln md) + m3(ln md) ~. 
This time includes the time used in processing the maximum number of rejected 
primes. Hence, the time for the rest of RROOTS need only include the time for 
constructing the number of images dominated by m(ln c) and the time to do the 
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evaluations. To construct each image again requires atime dominated by m 2 § re(In md) 
for a total time dominated by m3(In c) § m2(ln c)(ln rod). And the time for doing the 
evaluations i again dominated by m3(ln cmd) 2. Hence, the total maximum computing 
time for the case SS = ( ) is dominated by m4(ln rod) § mZ(ln cmd)L And thus, the 
computing time for both cases is identical. This result is intuitively obvious when one 
notes that the maximum computing time for STURM is dominated by the time to 
construct the images. 
We now examine the computing time of RROOTS when FLAG is equal to one. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let P be a square-free univariate polynomial over the integers of 
degree m and norm d, m > O, let I = (alibi, aJb2] be an interval of length h containing 
r real zeros, e = max{] a 1 [, bl, [ a2 l, b2}, andifr ~ 2, letA = min{[ ~ -- fl 1: P(c~) = 0, 
P(fl) = O, ~ 4: fl, and o~ and fl belong to I}. Then, if r >~ 2, the maximum computing time 
TRr(d, m, r, e, h, A) to isolate the r real zeros of P in the interval I using algorithm 
RROOTS satisfies T(d, m, r, e,a) ~ rm3(ln hemd/a)Z(ln h/A) + m'(ln md), whether or 
not SS = ( ) .  
TRr(d, m, r, e, h, A) ~ m'(ln md) § mZ(In emd) ~, 
whether or not SS = ( ) .  
Proof. The case r ~ 1 follows directly from Theorem 4.1 as the same computation 
must be performed. 
In the case where r >/2, it is necessary tocompute the time required for all applica- 
tions of VAR. In [6] it was shown that if gl/g2 is any point at which RROOTS applies 
VAR to determine the number of variations in sign of the Sturm, sequence then 
I gl ], gz ~< 4" h" eZ/A. Thus the number of images that must be constructed by 
RROOTS is dominated, using an argument similar to that used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, by m2(ln rod) § m(ln he~A). Thus, the total time for constructing these 
images is dominated by m4(ln md) § mZ(ln md) ~ § m3(ln he~A) § mS(In md)(ln he~A). 
Also, the time to apply VAR at any point is dominated by m3(ln hemd/A) "aby Theorem 
3.2. And as in [6], the total number of points at which VAR is applied is dominated by 
r(In h/A). Thus, the total time for all applications of VAR is dominated by 
rmS(ln hemd/A)~(ln h/?t). 
Hence, the total computing time of the entire algorithm, if r >/2, is dominated by 
rmS(ln hemd/A)2(ln h/A) § m4(ln rod). 
In Theorem 6.3 of [6] it was shown that an integer B could be computed such that 
if x o is any zero of a polynomial P, then [ x 0 I < B. This B was shown to satisfy B ~< d, 
where d = norm(P). It was also shown, in Theorem 6.4 of [6], that if ai and o~ are 
two zeros of P, ~ ~ ~,  then [ ~i -- ~ [ >~ d -m~. These facts will be used in the next 
two corollaries. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. I f  P is a square-free polynomial over the integers of degree m and 
norm d, then the maximum computing time, T~r(d, m), to compute the number of real 
zeros in the interval (--B, B], where B is the output of the algorithm applying Theorem 
6.3 of [6] to P, using RROOTS satisfies 
T'RT(d, m) ~ m4(ln rod) q- mS(ln md) ~, 
whether or not SS  = ( ) .  
Proof. Substitute d for c in Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. I f  P is a square-free polynomial over the integers of degree m and 
norm d, then the total maximum computing time T~r(d , m) to isolate the real zeros of P 
in the interval (--B, B], where B is the output of the algorithm applying Theorem 6.3 of 
[6] to P, using RROOTS satisfies 
TiT(a, m) < ml~ d) s. 
Proof. Substitute d for e, m for r, and d -~ for 2t in Theorem 4.2. 
5. CONGRUENCE REAL ZERO REFINEMENT 
To refine an interval I = (a, b] containing exactly one real zero, x, of a square-free 
polynomial P, we note that either P(b) = 0 or P changes ign within the interval I. 
Using this fact we implement algorithm CREFINE, which successively subdivides the 
given interval to refine the zero. 
Algorithm. I = CREFINE(P, IN, E). 
Inputs. P, a square-free polynomial,IN, aninterval containing exactly one realzero 
of P; and e, a positive rational number. 
Output. I, a subinterval of the interval IN containing a real zero of the polynomial 
P. The length of I is equal to or less than E. 
(1) PLOG+--[log2(min{all primes to be used by CREFINE})]; NORM ~-- 
[log2 norm(P)]; DEG +-- degree(P); L +--left endpoint of I; R +-- right end- 
point of I; DL  +-- denominator of L; DR *-- denominator of R; l~--- ldcf(P); 
NIMAGES +- 0; IMAGES+--(  ); J+-  1; x+-  R go to (5). 
(2) J~--2; SR+--SEVAL(IMAGES, N, R); i fSR = 0, go to (11). 
(3) If R -- L > r go to (4); I +-- (L, R]; return. 
(4) MID +- (L + R)/2; X ~-- MID. 
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(5) V +-- [logs(max{numerator of X, denominator of X})]; N *-- [(NORM + 
V 9 DEG/PLOG] + 1. 
(6) If N < NIMAGES and J = 1, go to (2); if N < NIMAGES, go to (8). 
(7) Get next prime p; if p I /o rp [  DL orp[  DR, go to (7); NIMAGES*-  
NIMAGES + 1 ; suffix r to list IMAGES; go to (6). 
(8) SMID+-SEVAL(IMAGES, N, MID); if SMID = 0, go to (I0); is 
SMID ~- SR, go to (9); L ~- MID; go to (3). 
(9) R +-- MID; go to (3). 
(10) I +-- [MID, MID]; return. 
(11) MID +-- R; go to (10). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let P be a square-free univariate polynomial over the integers of 
degree m and norm d, let I ~- (a/b), c/d] be an interval of length h containing exactly one 
root of P. Let e ~- max{l a J, b, J c ], d}, and let E be a positive rational number. Then the 
maximum computing time, TcR(d, m, e, h, ~), to refine the interval I until it is equal to or 
less than E in length using algorithm CREFINE satisfies 
TcR(d, m, e, h, E) ~ m~(In eh/E)((ln d) + In h/E)(ln eh/e) 
+ m(ln d)((ln d) + (In h/E)(ln eh/eh/E)) + (In h/E)(ln d) 2, 
for E < h, and, 
TcR(d, m, e, h, ~) ~ mU((ln d)(ln e) + (In e) ~) + m(ln d) ~, 
fore >~ h. 
Proof. Apply the fact that the largest numerator and denominator processed by 
SEVAL is dominated by (In h#/~) and the number of times SEVAL must be applied 
is dominated by (In h/~). 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let P be a univariate polynomial over the integers of degree m, normd, 
and with L distinct zeros. Then the maximum computing time T(d, m, L, E) to isolate and 
refine the real zeros of P into intervals of length equal to or less than E, 0 < E <~ 1, using 
algorithms SQFREE (see [6]), RROOTS and CREFINE satiesfies 
T(d, m, L, E) ~ L13(ln d) 3 + Lg(ln d)~(ln l/c) + L6(ln d)(ln 1/~) 2+ LS(In 1/~) 3
+ mL2(ln rod) ~ + L2(m --  L + 1)2(ln d) ~. 
Proof. It was shown in [6] that the magnitude of the numerator and denominator 
of any interval produced by RROOTS when applied to the interval (--B, B] is 
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dominated by 32 9 d m%z and the length of any interval is dominated by 4d. Also, the 
number of integers produced is at most L. Using these values in the appropriate 
theorems, including Theorem 3.2 of [6], gives the result. 
6. DISCUSSION 
Comparisons of the theorems contained in [6] with the theorems contained in this 
paper show the congruence arithmetic algorithms to be faster for determining the 
number of zeros a polynomial has than the integer algorithms and to require the same 
amount of computing time to isolate and refine the zeros as the integer algorithms 
require. 
TABLE I 
Chebyshev Polynomials, E= 10 -15 
Degree Number Isolate Refine 
I C I C I C 
5 84 107 265 379 4390 8014 
10 274 841 924 3648 18737 35564 
15 736 2683 3308 17393 43041 81977 
20 1189 6556 6573 50208 96516 177733 
TABLE II 
Legendre Polynomials, E= 10 -15 
Degree Number Isolate Refine 
I C I C I C 
2 22 34 24 39 1766 2816 
4 59 65 103 136 4345 7367 
6 113 130 288 397 7723 13996 
8 186 263 528 928 12310 23173 
10 276 573 1072 2675 18635 35988 
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TABLE III 
Random Polynomials, Degree = 11, Norm = 7, ~ = 10 -9 
No. of Number Isolate Refine 
roots 
I C I C I C 
1 845 637 802 626 1017 1473 
3 677 531 840 776 2968 4026 
1 700 647 726 612 1038 1340 
3 787 637 960 967 3373 4611 
3 705 540 863 786 2979 4029 
1 610 474 610 498 1033 1420 
l 708 539 703 538 1018 1430 
3 743 605 902 858 3043 3964 
1 692 550 700 631 1126 1809 
3 805 703 1097 1082 2352 3317 
TABLE IV 
Random Polynomials, Degree = 21, Norm = 232, ~ = 10 -15 
No. of Number Isolate Refine 
roots  
I C I C I C 
1 62457 17681 62742 17835 7743 10049 
1 61998 18094 61966 18068 5716 8939 
1 61455 17716 61435 17359 6059 9322 
In Tables I through IV, we present he empirical computing times of applying the 
integer and congruence arithmetic algorithms to various classes of polynomials. The 
computing times are in milliseconds of UNIVAC 1108 execution time. 
The empirical computing times do not show either the integer or the congruence 
algorithms to be uniformly faster for determining the number of zeros of a polynomial 
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or isolating the zeros. The integer arithmetic algorithms have shown to be faster in all 
tested cases for refining the zeros of a polynomial. 
Examination of the data in Table I I I  shows that a mixed strategy for isolating and 
refining zeros could be most economical, namely using the congruence algorithms for 
isolating the zeros and using integer arithmetic to refine them. 
As a general guideline, the author ecommends that the integer arithmetic algorithms 
are better to use for refining zeros and to use the congruence arithmetic algorithms to 
isolate zeros, if the expected number of times the Sturm sequence is to be evaluated is
small and to use the integer arithmetic algorithms otherwise. The author also recom- 
mends that the integer arithmetic algorithms be used for determine the number of zeros 
of a polynomial, if its degree and norm are small, and to use the congruence arithmetic 
algorithms, if they are large. 
The empirical data clearly shows that for the sample calculations, the computing 
time to isolate the zeros of a polynomial did not grow nearly as fast as a function of 
the degree as would be indicated by the theoretical computing times. This is probably 
due to the fact that the theoretical computing times are rather loosely derived upper 
bounds whose main interest is that they are polynomial forms. In light of this, it may 
be of further interest to try to arrive at an "average" computing time either 
theoretically or by examination of a larger amount of empirical data. 
Note added in proof. In a recent paper "The Minimum Root Separation of a Polynomial," 
Stanford Computer Science Department Report No. STAN-CS-73-345, G. Collins and 
E. Horowitz have shown that the minimum root separation, A of a polynomial of degree m 
and norm d satisfies A ~> (rod)-% This result can be used in the proof of Corollary 4.2 to 
produce a computing time of mT(ln rod) 3. Similar improvements of several of the theorems 
contained in [6] can also be made. 
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